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Ironhart Research

Ironhart research is a mercenary research company owned by Thorn Ironhart established in YE 36

There is no distinct logo, nor any documentation, being a one woman venture. However, moves have
been made to expand, including the purching of the ISS Eyesore and retrofitting it as a mobile lab and
fleet support vehicle, the purchase of three Eye-III Class Stealth Corvettes. Also, in YE 41, a business
license was granted by Yamatai for operation in SAOY territory, and later that month by the New Dusk
Conclave.

Mission Record

Thorn Ironhart approached M.E.C.H.A. In YE:36 for employment, and has since enjoyed a spectacular
mission history and multiple awards for exemplary service in the scientific fields of Mercenary work. She
has repeatedly paid for herself as far as cost and risk versus reward allows. Unless otherwise noted,
mission was successful, even if there were charges filed.

YE:36

Contracted against DION for documents detailing ID-SOL genetics and potential weaknesses.
Succeeded in getting a map of ID-SOL improvements and even a sample of Super-Y Chromosome
and a file detailing effects on humans and human subspecies.
Contracted against Psychopomp, LLC to perform industrial and corporate espionage. Through
sophisticated application of sabotage and diversion, was able to return useful data to the IGN for
use in the ongoing ID-SOL project.
Security scout contract for Trinary Star 1)

YE:37

Contracted against Iemegochi Innovations and Sales for data on ongoing freighter projects
Multiple Stellar Prospecting contracts. Intel bought by seven (7) private buyers.
Contract by DION for troop movements on SAOY forces, specifically 9th Fleet. 2)

Security scout contract for Trinary Star 3)

Security scout contract for Origin Industries 4)

YE:38

Contracted against Origin Industries for intelligence on any bioweapons projects. 5)

Contracted against Crimson Organization for fleet movement details by anonymous buyer.
Contracted for information on Rift Space by DIoN and FreeSpacer remnant. Contract at leisure and
ongoing.
Stellar Prospecting data sold to five (5) private organizations.
Contracted by DION to find and tag slaver vessels, found 22, destroyed 3. Responsible for the
arrest of over 70 slavers and the freedom of 800+slaves.
Security scout contract for Trinary Star 6)
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Security scout contract for Origin Industries7)

YE:39

Contracted by DION to find and tag slaver vessels, found 18, destroyed 1. Responsible for the
arrest of over 70 slavers and the freedom of 800+slaves.
Attempted blackmail of Section 6.
Contracted for technological development by Section 6
Security scout contract for Trinary Star 8)

Security scout contract for Iemegochi Innovations and Sales9)

YE:40

Contracted by DION (With bounty payable by SAOY) to find and tag slaver vessels, found 18,
destroyed 1. Responsible for the arrest of 88 slavers and the freedom of 1200+ slaves.
Contracted by Iemegoci Innovations and Sales for design details of the Oracle
Independant contract for investigation and attempted First Contact with HX-14 10)

Security scout contract for Trinary Star11)

Security scout contract for Origin Industries12)

YE:41

Continuing contract by DION (With bounty payable by SAOY) for information and capture of slaver
vessels.
Contract for technical development of the Monarchy of Dovania, with intelligence gathering
missions on all other factions. 13)

Free Spacer/Rift Space contract ongoing.
Fleet intelligence contract with NDC for Vale system 14)

YE:42

ALL CONTRACTS TERMINATED

Properties

Below are listed the known holdings and properties of Ironhart research.

Vessel name Class Purchase date Location
ISS Eyesore Ge-F6-1A - Light Freighter YE 40
ISS Oracle Original prototype UNKNOWN
ISS Diviner Eye-III Class Stealth Corvette YE 41

ISS Augur Eye-III Class Stealth Corvette YE 41
ISS Seer Eye-III Class Stealth Corvette YE 41

BII (Basic Issue Inventory)
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All vessels are equipped with the following:

Standard mechanical counterpressure space suit,
9-pocket BDUs,
Standard Energy Pistol, heavily modified 15)

1 x Merchant's Scale
2 3D laser imagers
1 portable GPR
1 X-ray fluorescence scanner
1 portable laser spectrograph
1 Gieger counter
1 handheld gravitational field detector
1 handheld EMF detector/decoder w/ audio output
3 audio recording devices
1 body camera
1 portable Browning motion/electron motion scanner w/AI self calibration
2 digital cameras (Flash select, still motion or video capture)
1 flash light, nuclear powered
1 multi-wavelength imager
1 biological samples field kit
1 geology field kit
1 portable satellite uplink

Products & Items Database
Product Categories scientific

1) , 3) , 4) , 6) , 7) , 8) , 9) , 11) , 12)

Fly projected route and scout for pirate activity or evidence of conflicting interest. Report back as
necessary and project improved route.
2)

Mission Failure due to near capture
5)

None found, despite multiple counts of arson, sabotage, and blackmail.
10)

Mission terminated with data sold to Section 6 and SAOY
13)

Mission Terminated, Breach of Contract not at fault of Contractor
14)

Mission partial failure due to ambush at deployment site
15)

Device's lense and flare assembly was stripped down, barrel and capacitor built into a gauntlet, and
trigger near the thumb. Device was reduced to stun only. This device is the source of most, if not all, of
her aggravated assault charges and multiple counts of resisting arrest or assault on law enforcement.
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